The Burrito Emporium
And the Secret Ingredient

Introduction: This adventure is written specifically to teach people to play D&D and DM
as part of Dungeons & Damsels’ (dndamsels.com) effort to get more women into the
hobby. It is not designed for experienced DMs, as it will go deep into explaining why
certain things are being done and how to deal with any surprises. You can probably get
away with DMing this adventure with only just a little familiarity with the rules.
A group of adventures will meet in a tavern only to find that the tavern is not serving
any drinks because of a rat infestation. The bartender is distraught that people have left
his establishment in favor of the Burrito Emporium. The party must help rid the bar of
the rat infestation and win back its customers.

A 3 to 4-hour adventure for 1st level characters who have zero experience
playing D&D. (Also for DMs with no experience.)

by Rachel Paxton and Geoffrey Lloyd

Welcome to D&D

This adventure is written specifically to teach
people to play D&D and DM as part of
Dungeons & Damsels’ (dndamsels.com) effort to
get more women into the hobby. It is not
designed to be used by experienced DMs.

Adventure Overview
The players will start in the Crafty Cat Tavern,
already sitting at the same table. They will quickly
notice that no one is drinking, and that the
bartender looks morose. Once they start asking
around, the players will discover that the
bartender cannot get into the cellars because of a
rat infestation.
They may also find out that the Crafty Cat’s
main competitor, Burrito Emporium, is drawing
away costumers thanks to a new menu item.
Eventually, the bartender will beg the party to
solve his rat problem. They will go down into the
cellar to find that rats are coming up through an
open sewer pipe. They can hear a faint music
rising out of it.
The music is strangely compelling. If they
travel down into the sewers, they will confront
more rats as they make their way through the
sewer pipes. The compelling music makes the
sewers hard to navigate and may take a toll on
the party’s health, but eventually they will find
Allen Griffin, owner of Burrito Emporium, who
seems to be charming the rats to do his bidding
and attempting to use the rat meat to control the
town.
Allen has been killing off some of the charmed
rats, and serving their meat up at Burrito
Emporium. When people have ingested enough
of the charmed meat, they become charmed
themselves.

Some General Tips
I chose this adventure as a starter to D&D
because it’s a really fun little dungeon with a lot
of interesting things your players can interact
with. It started its life as a main boss fight in my
campaign for five Level 4 characters. I’ve
adjusted it so that it should be appropriate for

Level 1 characters, though you should know that,
at Level 1, it’s incredibly easy to accidently kill
the party.
The main monsters your players will be up
against are Giant Rats (see the Monster Manual).
When you’re running combat, try to ensure that
there is only one Giant Rat per player. Each
Giant Rat does 4 damage on average, so two hits
from a Giant Rat can kill a player. Giant Rats
also have something called pack tactics, which
allows them to make their attack rolls with
Advantage if the player they’re attacking is within
5ft of another Giant Rat. You can minimize the
impact of their pack tactics by making sure two
rats never attack the same person.
I’ve peppered plenty of healing potions
throughout, but if you’re worried about
accidently killing someone, roll behind a DM
screen and fudge your rolls in a non-obvious
way. You can’t always roll 1 damage.
I try to explain the rules I’m using as I go, but
you will probably still need to know the basics of
how roleplaying and combat works. A great way
to familiarize yourself with the concepts is to
watch people playing online or listen to a D&D
podcast. The basic rules are available for free
online, and we’ve also linked to rule resources on
our website.
Also, remember that this is your first game,
and it’s not going to be perfect. You’re likely not
going to come out of the gate with awesome
terrain and impressive voices. But the more you
play, the better you’ll get. Consider the first
session just a taste of the fun you can have.

Preparing for the Game
If this is your first experience with D&D, I
strongly recommend that you watch some
YouTube videos of people playing. It will give
you an idea of what the game looks like. Other
things you should do:
 Get at least one copy of the Player’s Handbook
or download the basic rules. Not every player
needs one yet, but as the DM, you should have
easy access to rules in case you need to look
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something up. Another option is to find some
nice rule cheat sheets online.
Read through this adventure so you have a
basic idea of who the NPC’s (non-player
characters (aka you)) are and what they want.
Look over the abilities of Giant Rats and Rat
Swarms in the Monster Manual.
Look over the Stat Block in Appendix 3 for the
big bad of the dungeon, Allen Griffin,
particularly making note of his spells.
Make sure you have enough dice to roll for the
monsters during combat (this could require
two or more D20s). I also think it’s nice if you
have enough dice to make sure your players
(who are also new) have their own sets.
Print off at least one copy of the handout in
Appendix 2 to give your players.
Decide whether you will use a battle map or
graph paper to draw out the maps during
combat. I recommend using graph paper for
your first game because a battle map is
expensive. You can also use the back of most
wrapping papers if they have squares. Find the
maps needed for this game in Appendix 1.A
and 1.B.
If using a battle map or large paper, gather
small tokens that the players can use for
miniatures to represent their characters during
combat. You will also need to gather some
small tokens for the monsters during combat
(you can use dice, small pieces of paper,
charms, etc). If you’re using small graph paper,
people can just write their position in pencil.
Pencils.

What about the Players?
It’s your job to make the players feel welcome
and like you’re in control of the game.
In a perfect world, the players would have dice,
pencils, scratch paper, and Player Handbooks.
But remember that they’re new to this, and
they’re trusting you to help them. And you can.
So here’s what the players need to bring:

 A character. If you feel like helping them
create their own characters, that’s great. But
creating a character takes a long time, especially
if you’ve never played before and don’t
understand why you’re making certain choices.
So I recommend printing off some pre-made
Player Characters and providing them to your
players. We have some on our website, and
Wizards’ also has some available.
 An open mind
 Dice (if they already own them)
That’s really it. They need a character, and they
need to show up. Otherwise, just take the first
session as mostly on the DM. After everyone has
decided they for sure want to do this, then the
players can buy themselves a copy of the Player’s
Handbook and create their own character.

Adjusting the Adventure
I’ve cut all of my campaign backstory from this
adventure, so it’s self-contained. The names are
all just things I made up, so feel free to change
any of them you hate.
My own campaign is not set in the official
D&D world of Faerun because I thought the
names and lore were too hard to remember. But
I did set this adventure in Phandalin. If you don’t
like that, you can change it. It can be set on Mars
or the moon or in an underground city.
I also provide some talking points for nonplayer characters. They’re just a guide to give you
ideas for the types of thing they’d say, and the
type of things they’d want. You can say them
verbatim or change it.
It’s your game and you can do anything you
want, so just because I typed it, don’t think you
must use it.

Background
For the first adventure, you don’t need much
in the way of details. If you and your group
decide to continue playing, you can fill all that in
later.
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All the party needs to know is that they’ve
decided to meet at The Crafty Cat, a popular
tavern in Phandalin, on May 21, 1392.
You as the DM need to know that in the last
couple of weeks the Burrito Emporium has
introduced a new burrito. At first, this wasn’t a
big deal, but then rats started taking over the
Crafty Cat, and business started moving to
Burrito Emporium. It seems like once people
have a taste of the new burrito there, they can’t
stop eating them.

Before You Start
Whether or not the players have created their
own characters or you’ve provided them with
pre-made characters, they will need to go around
the table and introduce their characters to
everyone. Then, you should have your players
find something that connects their characters
together.
If they have some idea of how they know each
other already, roll with that. If not, have the
players explain how their character knows the
player to the left’s character. This way everyone
in the group starts with a personal connection to
someone else in the group.
And let them be as creative as they want—you
can also help if they seem stuck. This doesn’t
have to be serious. For example, if one character
is a Bard with the entertainer background and the
other is a Druid with a guild artisan background,
maybe the Bard goes to the Druid for all her
make-up needs.

Part I: Let’s Grab a Drink
The adventurers will begin the adventure in the
Crafty Cat, having already met each other.
It’s hard to miss the somber atmosphere of the
Crafty Cat. You’d heard it was one of the most
popular bars in Phandalin, but looking around,
it’s hard to see why. Besides your table, there are
only four other people in the bar with you, and
two of them appear to work here. On the walls

you can see what look like several relatively new
signs that read: NO ALE OR WINE
AVAILABLE—GIANT RAT
INFESTATION.
The Crafty Cat is a large bar, making the lack
of customer’s even more noticeable. The tavern’s
décor and current atmosphere are at odds, with
the decor being mostly large, colorful depictions
of cats in battle. You could call the color scheme
bright, with a mix-match of colors and furniture.
But there’s no music, and the tavern is
noticeably quiet. If the party has a conversation,
the rest of the bar will likely hear, even if they
talk in hushed whispers.
Patrons have stopped coming to the bar since
the last of the alcohol dried up—about four days
ago. Since then, things have deteriorated, as
they’ve lost more customers to Burrito
Emporium.

Mingling with Bar Patrons
The players have the opportunity to mingle
with the people in the bar. You should describe
each of the people in general terms, and let the
players tell you who they’d like to talk to.
If the players are having a hard time roleplaying, or don’t seem to know what to do, you
can have the bar maid or the bartender approach
them.
People and their locations:
 Behind the bar is a man who appears to be
weeping with his head on the bar. His name is
Merlock Darling.
 Standing near the window, peaking out of it, is
a tall, lean women. She is Glitter Willow
 A man and a woman sit a couple of tables over
from the party. They’re are playing a game of
cards while drinking what appears to be water.
They are Artie Muddlefoot and Duck Mallard.
Merlock Darling
A handsome human barkeep, whose handsomeness is
currently masked by tears and anxiety.
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He is desperate to solve his rat problem and
will offer the party 25 gp (gold pieces) each if
they help him solve it. He will also offer them
free drinks for life. He can tell the players that,
last he saw, there were 3 rats (there will actually
be 5), and that they were the size of cats.
 “Please, please! You have to help me! I’ll take
you to the cellar!”
 “I’ll be shut down! Run out of town by Allen
Griffin and his stupid Burrito Emporium.”
 “Free drinks for life—I swear it. Just please.
Kill those rats.”
Glitter Willow
A gossipy bar maid elf woman who resents that there
aren’t any patrons to gossip with.

She is upset that there’s no one in the bar, but
if the party talks to her, she will immediately
animate, ecstatic to have someone to talk to. She
can tell the party anything they want to know
about Burrito Emporium.
 “I heard that the owner Allen Griffin is almost
never seen around the bar.”
 “We used to be the best in town. Never an
empty seat, I swear. Stupid rats.”
 “It’s so gross, ya know? Don’t know why I
bother still coming into work.”
 “Towns been acting weird too. I smile and
wave at people in the streets, and their face
goes blank like they don’t even recognize me!
So rude!”
Artie Muddlefoot
A green genasi who looks as if he is perpetually being
spritzed by a water bottle and constantly looks over his
shoulder. He has a farm not too far outside of town.

Artie is a superstitious man and (rightly)
doesn’t trust the fervent devotion many of the
town’s people currently feel towards Burrito
Emporium. Part of this is that the town’s people
are acting weird, but another part is that he feels
a sense of loyalty to Merlock.

 “People in this town been actin’ weird ever
since Burrito Emporium introduced their new
burrito.”
 “Get this glassy-eyed look when they talk
about the Burrito Emporium—I swear it.”
 “Been comin’ here since I was old enough to
drink.”
Duck Mallard
A short dwarven lady with hair pulled back in elaborate
braids. She doesn’t have many smiles to give, but she’s
friendly enough.

Duck only still comes to Merlock’s because
Artie insists. She’d be happier where she could
get a glass of wine, though she doesn’t mind the
lack of people. She went to Burrito Emporium
once several days ago, and she hasn’t been able
to stop thinking about it since, though she
doesn’t plan to tell Artie that.
 “Artie’s not as much fun to be around without
his ale.”
 “Don’t tell anyone, but I went there and it was
delicious. Best burrito I’ve ever had.”
If the party attempts to leave to go check out
the Burrito Emporium, Merlock will approach
them and once again beg them to solve his rat
problem.
Role Play Problems and Party Choice
Your players may enjoy getting the chance
to role-play their new characters, or you
may find that no one is comfortable enough
to RP yet.
It’s your job to read the room on this. If
they seem like they don’t know what to do,
you can have them overhear Artie and Duck
talking. You can have the bartender
approach them and ask them to solve his
rat problem.
If the players hear too much about Burrito
Emporium, they may wish to visit it. Use
Merlock and Glitter to keep them in the bar
if possible, and steer them towards the
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cellar. Have them beg and/or bargain if you
must.
Most players are at the table for a game
and will understand that this is the
direction they’re supposed to go in. They
will go along with the game because they
know it’s a game.
But there are some players who will push
against the world you’ve created. If they
plain refuse to go to the cellar, there’s
nothing you can do to make them. Just do
your best to improvise glassy-eyed people
hanging out at the Burrito Emporium and
keep trying to steer them back to the Crafty
Cat.

Into the Cellar
Once the players decide to solve the rat
problem, Merlock the bartender will guide them
down into the cellar where he stores his wine and
ale.

The players at this point, may try to figure out
how many rats are behind the door without
opening it. They could do this by making a DC
(Difficulty Challenge) 15 Perception check.
What you tell them about what’s behind the
door should depend on how well they roll. If
they roll higher than a 15, they can hear what
sounds like 5 rats. If they roll 12-14, you could
tell them it sounds like more than 3, but you
can’t be sure. If they roll anything less than 12,
you tell them they can’t make out how many rats
are in the room.
Before they open the door, have them tell you
what order they are standing in. As soon as the
door opens, the rats (who can already smell and
hear them) will begin to run at the players.
When the players open the door, they will see 3
Giant Rats coming towards them. They can hear
more behind the shelves, but shelves full of ale
and wine are blocking their view.
The Room
See Appendix 1.A for map.

Merlock guides you to a back hall, where he has
boarded up a door. With some effort, he pries
the wood off and leads you downstairs to
another door. You can hear a thumping behind
it, and the scrabbling of small feet on the bare
floor.

The room has shelves filled with ale and wine.
In the back left corner is a large circular hole that
leads to the sewer. The sewer cover is lying
haphazardly next to it. This is how the rats are
entering the bar.
If any player gets close enough to the hole,
they will hear a faint music coming out of it.

As Merlock gives you a key, the door shakes as if
one of the rats just rammed itself into it. Merlcck
jumps away and practically runs back up-stairs.

The Fight
See Player Handbook rules for combat.

“Okay! Just kill them all and free drinks for life!
But please, by the gods, just don’t let them out
into the bar!”

When the door is opened, read the following
information and then roll for initiative.
When you open the door, you see 3 Giant Rats
making their way towards you. Two are coming
from the sides and one is running straight at you.

Artie slams the door, leaving you in the hallway.
The party will be on a stair case, blocked by
two doors on either side. The longer they stand
there, the more likely they are to hear the rats
thumping against the door.

You can hear even more in the room, but rows
and rows of ale and wine are blocking your view.
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There will be 5 Giant Rats in the room. Roll
one initiative for the group of rats, and they will
all act on the same turn.
On the rats’ turn, have each rat attack a
different player, keeping in mind that the rats in
the back may not be able to make it to a player
and attack in a single turn.
If a rat can’t make it in one turn, they will take
the dash action to reach a player, which means
they will not get to make an attack.
Try to have no more than one Giant Rats
attacking the same player.
The fight ends when all the rats are dead, or
alternatively, when the rats have run away down
into the sewer.
Adjusting difficulty. You may have to adjust
the difficulty during combat depending on how
the fight goes. You want this to be a challenging
fight, but it’s your players first taste of combat,
so you definitely don’t want to kill anyone. Pay
attention to how much damage you’re doing.
 If players are struggling, have 1 or 2 rats run to
the back of the room and go down the pipe
that leads into the sewer
 Remember: if a rat is in combat with one of
your players, and it runs away to escape, the
player will get an attack of opportunity
 If players are dominating, have 1 or 2 rats crawl
out of the open sewer
After the Fight
The players are now free to explore the cellar.
They will find shelves full of ale and wine, and
they should see the entrance to the sewer open,
with the cover lying haphazardly next to it.
A. Giving healing potions here. If the
players had a rough time during combat, you can
put some health potions in with the ale and wine
on the shelves. The number should be dependent
on how poorly combat went, but you want their
resources to feel squeezed so don’t give everyone
one.
Note About Perception Checks
When players are searching for
something and don’t know what they’re

searching for, they usually will need to roll
a perception check.
That’s not really the case here because
this fight is over, and they really have
unlimited time to search. The potions are
just sitting on the shelves, and the whole
point of putting them here is that you want
the players to find them.
If you want to get them used to doing
perception checks (or they just want to
roll), have them and just make the DC 5. If
several members of the party are searching,
at least one of them should be able to find it.

B. The Sewer Entrance. The hole is large

enough for a person to easily fit through, and it’s
a fairly short drop down. From the cellar, they
can see what looks like a stair case down into the
sewers. It’s reasonably well-lit.
If they get within five feet of the hole, they can
hear pipe organ music rising out of it. You will
need to describe the music in such a way that
players will want to enter the sewers.
If the players attempt to just go back upstairs,
without crawling down into the sewers, have 5
more rats crawl out. (You can have the rats break
the sewer cover if the players had the foresight to
put it back over the sewer.)

Part 2: Into the Sewers
As your players enter the sewers, they will hear
the pipe organ music much louder. This music is
from Allen Griffin’s enormous pipe organ
constructed from the city’s sewer pipes, which he
plays to enchant the rats.
It's a short drop into the sewer system from the
opening. And as you enter, the pipe organ’s
music grows louder.
The players will need to make a DC12
Charisma saving throw upon hearing it, taking 1
psychic damage on a failed save.
Anyone who fails the save is susceptible to
another “attack” later, while anyone who passes
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will be immune. After every 15 minutes of being
in the sewers (you can approximate this or watch
the clock), the players who are not immune will
need to remake the DC12 Charisma save.
This is an ongoing mechanic that you will need
to keep track of the entire time the players are in
the sewer until every player is immune.
For a complete map of the sewers see
Appendix 1.B.
Unless otherwise specified, assume there is dim
lighting throughout the sewers.

To the right, you can see another branch of the
sewers.

A. The Main Sewer Room
See Appendix 1.B
From this room, you can see straight back
through a barred off storm drain to where Allen
Griffin plays the pipe organ. However, the
players may not realize that because Allen is
currently surrounded by a pillar of rats.
See Appendix 1.B for a better understanding of
the layout of this room.
You walk straight down the hall towards the
music, until you come to an opening. Straight in
front of you, you can see a barred off storm
drain, about 5ft tall. A pool of water in the room
is flowing into it.
Behind the drain, you can see a larger pool of
water, with a giant, grotesque creature floating in
circles. As you're watching him, he turns towards
you slowly, but doesn't look as if he's going to
make any moves to come closer.
Back further behind the creature, you can see a
room with what appears to be a giant tower of
rats moving from side to side.
To your left, you can see a branch of the sewers,
that look as if they're shimmering, with a strange
shape sticking out in the darkness.

In this room, anyone not immune to the pipe
organ will need to make another DC12
Charisma save at some point.
The first thing the players see directly behind
the storm drain is an Otyugh (basically a garbage
monster—see Monster Manuel). The Otyugh
is an impossible monster to fight for first level
characters, but your party should not have to
fight it. He’s there to provide a challenge during
later combat.
Inspecting the Otyugh
If the players get within 10ft of the
creature, it will attack them, however, it is
impossible to get within 10ft of the creature
in this room because of the storm drain.
Your players may ask to inspect it from a
distance, since the creature is behind bars.
Here’s how that could work in game:
 History check (DC 12)—has this character
ever come across a creature like this in
the past? If they are successful on the
check, you could tell them that they know
the creature is lazy and is unlikely to
attack unless something wanders into its
path. You could also tell them that the
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creature can be incredibly deadly and
powerful if provoked.
 Perception or Investigation (DC 12)—can
the character ascertain anything by
looking at it? If they are successful, you
could tell them that they notice that the
garbage monster’s arms have a long
reach, and that the creature itself is giant.
You could also tell the players that they
notice it is moving very slowly and hasn’t
taken much interest in the players.
Your players may decide to do a different
check, or they may decide to ignore the
monster all together.
If the players do stick their hands through
the storm drain, the Otyugh will attack, and
the likely result is that he’ll kill the party
member if he’s successful. So do what you
can to convince the players this is a very
dangerous creature.

Behind the Otyugh, through the storm drain,
the players can also see the pillar of rats. A DC
12 Perception check (they are probably not close
enough to use investigation for this) will reveal
that there appears to be a man around which the
rats are circling.
To the players left, they can see a branch of the
sewers that looks as if it is shimmering with a
strange shape sticking out of the darkness. This
shimmering corridor is a dead end, though the
players do not know that. The players may
choose to not explore it.
To the players right, they see another branch of
the sewers. This branch will take them to the
next part of the dungeon.

B. The Shimmering Corridor
This corridor is only about 5ft long, but it has
important information your players can discover.
You make your way into the corridor, and
quickly realize that it’s a dead end. But before
you get to the end, you encounter the weird

shimmering substance that goes from floor to
ceiling. Behind that, you can just make out what
looks like a dead body.
There are two things in this corridor your
players can investigate: the shimmering substance
and the body.
Shimmering substance: This is a pocket of
flammable gas, which will be important later on
when the players fight Allen Griffin.
Have your players make either a DC12 Nature
check or Investigation check. On a successful
check, they discover that it’s flammable gas, but
that it’s not dangerous to walk through.
The may try to make an Arcana check, but
there’s nothing magical about this substance.
If they attempt to light the gas on fire, it will
light up in a pillar of fire. If someone is standing
in the pillar, it does 1d6 fire damage, and blows
them back 10ft. If someone is standing within 5ft
of the pillar, they will be blown back 5ft but will
not take any fire damage.
The dead body: The body looks half eaten by
rats. If they search the body, the players will find:
 50 gold
 A ornate silver dagger (worth 25 gold)
 4 vials of alchemist fire
 Sheet music (see Appendix A2)
Alchemist fire can be used by players to attack.
Find the rules for using Alchemist Fire in the
Player’s Handbook in the Equipment section.
The sheet music: Any character who can read
sheet music, will recognize that the song on the
sheet music is the same song they can hear in the
sewers. If you have a Bard in the party, they can
read sheet music. Otherwise, any player who
comes up with a colorable argument that their
character can read sheet music will do.
This sheet music is incredibly important to the
adventure, so if the players do not make it to the
body or don’t go down this corridor, the music
will have to be planted in a different area of the
sewer later.

C. Towards the Rat Den
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The players will go down a long, rocky corridor
before they meet up with 3 Giant Rats and 1
Swarm of Rats (Monster Manual).
Remember to do a DC 12 Charisma save if
players aren’t immune to the music.

tunnel. You also see 3 giant rats and 1 rat
swarms.

As you head down the rocky corridor, it narrows
down until you’re walking through a cramped
tunnel.
Determining Surprise Round
See Appendix 1.B

Here, you will need to ask your players how
they are approaching.
 Are they sneaking?
 What order are they walking in?
If they are sneaking, their stealth check will
need to beat the Giant Rat’s Passive Perception.
Because Giant Rats have advantage on
Perception checks that rely on smell, bump their
passive perception up to 15.
That means the players will need to get a 16 or
higher on their stealth roll in order to surprise the
rats. (So it’s basically a DC16 Stealth check.)
To do a group stealth check, you can require
only half of the players succeed on their stealth
check.
If the players do get a surprise round, that
means the Giant Rats and Rat Swarm will not
be able to act during the first round of combat
(the surprise round).
Once they’ve made it down the tunnel, and
you’ve established their marching order, and
whether or not they’ll surprise the rats, they will
come to the rats’ den.

Everyone rolls initiative. Roll one initiative for
the Giant Rats and one for the Swarm of Rats.
Positioning. You want to start all of the rats
within 5 feet of the gas pockets or on top of
them. You should also attempt to keep them
near the gas pockets so your players can use the
fire blasts to injure the rats.

The Fight
See Appendix 1.B and Combat Rules

 If players are struggling, have the Swarm of
Rats disperse and duck into small holes in the
walls to run away and allow the player engaged
in combat with it to take an attack of
opportunity.
 Remember to only have one Giant Rat on a
party member at a time in an effort to avoid
their pack tactics.

The tunnel opens to what looks like a large den
area lit with torches. You can see several spots of
the same shimmering substance from the earlier

Gas Pockets
Remember, if someone is standing in the
pillar, it does 1d6 fire damage, and blows
them back 10ft. If someone is standing
within 5ft of the pillar, they will be blown
back 5ft but will not take any fire damage.

Adjusting difficulty. Just as in the last fight,

you may have to adjust the difficulty during
combat. This fight occurs right before the big
boss fight, so you want players to survive it. They
will, however have an opportunity to get more
healing potions and take a short rest after the
fight.
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 If players are dominating, that’s okay on this
fight. But if it seems so easy it isn’t fun, you
can have another Swarm of Rats make their
way out of holes in the walls.

On either side of the flowing sewer water, you
see two large valve wheels about 4ft off the
ground.

Searching the Room
See Appendix 1.B

There is a tunnel at the far back corner, which
is the only way to move forward.
There is also a pile of chests and rags against
the wall that the players can search through. In
the pile, they will find:
 8 vials of alchemist fire
 150 gp
 A green tunic with gold embroidered rats
worth 25 gp
 A gold ring with a golden rat skull worth 50 gp
 Healing potions (number can be adjusted based
on party need)
 Sheet music (if they didn’t locate it in the B.
Shimmering Corridor) (see Appendix A2
and Shimmering Corridor treasure haul for
more information on this)

D. Inescapable Room
This room contains a very simple puzzle that
the players will probably need to solve.
Remember your DC12 Charisma save for
anyone not immune to the song.
You enter to find that you are cut off from the
other side of the room by water flowing quickly
through it towards another barred off section on
the left. Behind the bars is the same, swirling
monster you saw when you first entered the
sewers.
You don’t see any doors on the other side of the
sewer water, but you do see a pipe large enough
to crawl through about 15ft in the air.

Checking Out the Room
See Appendix 1.B

A DC12 Perception check will allow the
players to find what appears to be a water line
about 15ft in the air, right where the large pipe is
located.
A DC12 Investigation check of the storm
drain bars reveals a plate designed to come down
into the floor to block the flow of water.
The Puzzle
See Appendix 1.B

To get out of this room, the party will most
likely have to fill it with water and swim to the
top.
If they turn the valve closest to them, water
will pour into the room from between the two
valves. But the water will quickly flow out of the
storm drain.
If they turn the valve on the other side of the
water, a metal sheet will lower down behind the
storm drain, blocking the water flow out of the
room.
When both valves have been turned, the water
will rise, carrying them with it, until it reaches the
top where the water line is.
Other Ways Out
The party could also attempt to break the bars,
but if they do the Otyugh will attack them. So
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try to discourage them from that course of action
by telling them that the monster is watching
them and slowly moving closer.
There may also be other ways to get them to
the pipe at the top of the room. If they come up
with a plan that sounds reasonable, try to make it
work.
Inside the Pipe
See Appendix 1.B and 2.A

The pipe will take them to room E. Once
they’ve made it inside the pipe, read the
following:
The pipe is just wet and slimy enough to take you
down as if you were on a slide, and it deposits
you into a room that you recognize as being on
the other side of the bars from whence you
entered.
You can see what looks like that same swirling
rat tower at the top of the room on a raised
platform, but now you can clearly see a man
inside it. He's moving around on a giant standing
keyboard, playing the song that keeps ringing
through the sewers. Behind him is what looks
like a large bellows powering his pipe organ,
which has the same sort of shimmery quality to it
that you encountered earlier.
As he plays, air blasts out of what looks like five
pipes, whooshing straight in front of you. The
pipes are labeled C, D, E, F, G.
Beside him are 3 Giant Rats.
Running around the lower part of the sewer, are
2 more Giant Rats.

E. Confronting the Man in the Rat
Swarm

Remember that anyone not immune to the
pipe organ will need to make another DC12
Charisma save at some point while in this room.
Everyone should roll for initiative as soon as
they enter. You will need to roll an initiative for
Allen Griffin and the Giant Rats.
You do not need to roll an initiative for the
rats swarming around Allen Griffin or the
Otyugh.
The party will see a man in the rat swarm, but
they will not know that it’s Allen Griffin.
Allen Griffin. Allen will not stop hopping
around on his pipe organ keyboard unless the
players destroy the bellows behind it or the rats
swarming around him have disappeared.
You can have him yell out at the party as they
enter, but he should never stop playing. Also,
remember he’s a maniac and role-play him
accordingly.
 “Fools! Don’t you know I make the best
burritos!”
 “You cannot stop the people from tasting my
burritos!”
 “You make the best burritos, don’t you
babies?” (this to the rats in a very loving voice)
 “Get ‘em sweet babies!” (this to his rats)
Adjusting difficulty. This is the last fight of
the session, and it should feel very challenging to
the party. If a party member dies before the
fight’s over, that’s okay. They’ll make their death
saving throws and hopefully stabilize or another
member of the party can come and stabilize
them.
The only thing you want to avoid is a total
party kill, so if two people die and they’ve made
very little progress, you may have to start
adjusting difficulty.
I’ve included some tips for adjusting the
difficulty throughout this section.
The Layout of the Room
See Appendix 1.B

The placement of the villains in this room is
important because of how Allen’s pipe organ
interacts with the map.
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The room is divided into 3 levels: a top level; a
middle level; and a lower level. Each level goes
up 2 ft. A player can climb up the level without
any check.
The water in the chamber is 3 feet deep, and is
difficult terrain. Players can swim or walk
through it at half their movement speed.
There are also two wooden boards that players
may walk over to reach the other side of the
room.
The Otyugh stays in the circular area of the
water near the storm drains.

The Pipes and the Air Blast
See Appendix 1.B, combat rules, and Appendix 2 for
sheet music.

Allen is using his keyboard to play the song
written on the sheet music the players found in
either room B or C. The notes are E, D, C, E, D,
C, G, F, F, E, G, F, F, E.
On each of his turns, he plays one
stanza/verse. While he’s playing his keyboard, his
turns should look like this:
 First turn: E, D, C
 Second turn: E, D, C
 Third turn: G, F, F, E
 Fourth turn: G, F, F, E
 Repeat.
The pipes with the corresponding labels will
blast air straight out towards the party as he
plays.
An air blast pushes anyone in the path of its
gust straight back 10 feet each time they are hit.
That means anyone in the path of C & D will be
knocked back 20 feet on Allen’s first turn.

Using Giants Rats to Teach Air Blasts
On Allen Griffin’s first turn, you want to
make sure some of the rats are standing in
the path of the air blast. Ideally, you want at
least one of the rats to be knocked into the
water and devoured by the Otyugh.
You want your players to know exactly
what the air will do to them if they don’t
navigate the sewers carefully. There should
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be a threat of being knocked into the water
with the Otyugh, but it shouldn’t happen
just because they don’t understand the air
blast mechanic.
Fighting the Giant Rats
See Appendix 1.B, combat rules, and Monster Manual
for Stat Block

The Giant Rats will attack whatever player is
closest to them.
They are not smart enough to avoid the air
blasts from the pipes, and will always take the
quickest route to the nearest person.
If Allen Griffin is defeated (either knocked out
or killed) before the Giant Rats are, the Giant
Rats will stop fighting and run away.
Adjusting difficulty. If the players are
struggling with the Giant Rats the easiest way to
adjust the difficulty is to make sure some get
blasted off the map during an air blast.
Alternatively, if the party has a real handle on
the situation and the fight feels too easy, have
more Giant Rats appear out of the pipes.
Fighting Allen Griffin
See Appendix 1.B, combat rules, and Appendix 3 for
Allen Griffin’s stat block.

Allen Griffin is a spellcaster and will use his
action to cast ranged spell attacks and protection
spells. He has a meat cleaver, but he will not
directly attack the party unless they’ve destroyed
the bellows on his pipe organ or the rats
swarming around him have disappeared.
While Allen has rats swarming around him, he
has three-quarters cover and will have a +5 to his
AC.
The rats can be blown away from him by
hitting the bellows behind him with fire. Once
the rat swarm is blown away, they will not return
until the start of Allen Griffin’s turn.
If the swarm is blown away 3 times, they will
disperse and disappear completely. Once the rats
have disappeared completely (or if his organ
bellows are destroyed), Allen Griffin will grow

enraged and begin to attack the party directly
with his meat cleaver.
Adjusting difficulty. Allen Griffin shouldn’t
be hard to hit once his rats stop swarming him,
so remind the players of how the fire gas works.
You can have a player proficient in Nature or
Investigation suspect that the gas blast will
likely knock the rat swarm back.
You can also make the fight against Allen
Griffin easier by allowing the party to destroy the
bellows easier (see next section) or removing the
threat of Giant Rats.
Allen Griffin’s main spell is Vicious Mockery. If
it gives the party too hard of a time, you can have
him cast Blade Ward, which will protect him from
certain types of damage, but not harm the party.
Fire and the Bellows
In the bellows is the same flammable gas
the party has encountered throughout the
dungeon. By the time they encounter it in
this room, you’ve hopefully already set up
that the gas is flammable and will knock
people near it back.
If your party has a spellcaster with a
Firebolt, knocking the rats off Allen Griffin
should be a simple matter of casting a
Firebolt at the bellows.
But you could run into a problem if the
player with Firebolt is directly in front of
Allen in the initiative order. Because the
rats return at the start of Allen’s turn, it
won’t give other players a chance to hit him
while he has a lower AC.
To combat this, you might suggest that
the spellcaster hold their action. A player
who wants to hold an action has to say what
the action will be and the event that will
trigger it.
In this case, the player could say, “After he
plays a note on his keyboard, I want to cast
Firebolt at the bellows.” If the player’s
Firebolt is successful, the rats will be
knocked away and will not return until the
start of Allen Griffin’s next turn, leaving
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everyone else in the initiative order an
opportunity to hit him.
If no one in the party has a fire spell, they
will have to use the Alchemist Fires
they’ve found in the dungeon.
Destroying the Organ Bellows
See Appendix 1.B, combat rules, and Appendix 3

Armor Class: 10
Hit Points: 40
Damage Threshold: 4
The bellows are easy to hit and vulnerable to
fire. If they are hit with fire, the fire damage will
do double damage.
Once the bellows are destroyed, the air blasts
will no longer come out of the pipes and Allen
Griffin will cease playing his keyboard.
He will grow enraged and begin to attack the
party directly with his meat cleaver.
Damage Threshold. Any person attempting
to damage the bellows must do at least 4 damage
to it. If they hit, but then roll damage and only
roll 3, then it’s almost as if they never hit it.
Damage Threshold
When your players are attempting to hit
an object (like the bellows), you can require
them to meet a certain damage threshold
before the object itself takes any damage.
Think about it as if someone (in real life)
attempted to knock down a door. If they
just slap it all day, they’re never going to
actually knock the door down. You have to
do multiple, large hits to knock down the
door.
In game, a damage threshold represents
that principle.

Adjusting difficulty. If the Damage

Threshold proves too problematic for the party,
just scrap the whole concept.
If they’re still struggling, you can also fudge a
little on the Bellows Hit Points, especially if the
party has done several big hits. It’s an object, so
it’s reasonable that several big hits would make at

least part of it unworkable, even if it hadn’t lost
all 40 of its Hit Points.
If they’re taking the Bellows out too easily, you
can raise the damage threshold (in my game it
was 10) or give it more HP (I had 60 in my
game).
The Otyugh
See Appendix 1.B, combat rules, and MM stat block.

Used to having his food come to him in the
sewers, the Otyugh will not attack the party
unless they are knocked into the water.
If someone has the misfortune of getting
within 10 ft of him while in the water, he will
attack them—that includes the Giant Rats and
Allen Griffin.
Any attack from the Otyugh is likely to be
deadly to a first level party, so make sure they
understand (1) how the air blast mechanic works
and (2) that the creature is deadly.

F. The Secret Tunnel
Once the fight is over, you can tell the party
that there is a door near the pipe organ keyboard.
The door leads to treasure, and if they continue
to follow the tunnel, ultimately to the alley right
behind The Burrito Emporium.
You enter the door and are once again in a
cramped little tunnel. It looks as if the tunnel has
been used to stash things, and you can’t see how
far it keeps going.
Treasure Haul
 500 GP
 Tooled leather coin purse with a rat design
(150 GP)
 A small wooden boxed crafted in the form of a
sleeping rat
 Two gold earrings with little rat faces
 Potion of Fire Breath (see the DMG)
 Rat Dagger: a magic dagger that does an extra
1d4 poison damage when you hit with it.
 Pipes of the Sewer (see the DMG)
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Adjust the treasure haul however you want. I
usually give out a lot of treasure and a lot of
magic items, but feel free to give as little or as
much as you want.
Following the Tunnel
If the party continues following the tunnel, it will
eventually start to go up. It will dump them out
in an alley right behind The Burrito Emporium.

The tunnel takes you on a long twisty path uphill.
Eventually, you come to a wooden door in the
ceiling. As you push it open, you see that you’re
in an alley. You look around, and you see rats
just pouring out of the building in front of you as
if they’re fleeing from it.
Next to the door is a small sign that says Burrito
Emporium.

Part 3: The End
If the party wants to go back to The Crafty
Cat, they will see rats fleeing from the town as
they make their way back. Once they’re inside,
they’re greeted as heroes by Merlock Darling.
He will immediately give them their promised
reward, and the party will always be considered
welcome at his establishment.
If the party wants to talk to people in the town,
they will find people who appear to be coming
out of a daze. They do not remember much of
the Burrito Emporium or why they ever liked it.
No one will be inside the Burrito Emporium.
When the session ends, level the party up to
Level 2.
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Appendix 1.A
Map of Bar Basement
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Appendix 1.B
Map of Sewers
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Appendix 2
Sheet Music
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Appendix 3
Fighting Allen Griffin
Remember that on each of Allen Griffin’s
turns he plays one stanza/verse of his song.
Playing the keyboard accounts for Allen
Griffin’s movement, but he also has an action
during his turn. While the rat swarm is alive and
his bellows intact, he will use his action to cast
ranged spells.
Allen Griffin’s Song
 1st turn: E, D, C

Healing Word is a bonus action (meaning Allen
Griffin will still be able to use his action to attack
if he casts it). It’s a ranged spell that he can cast
on either himself or the Giant Rats, so only
deploy it if the party is doing well.
Cure Wounds, on the other hand, requires he
spends a full action and that he touch the target
creature, so while it gives more HP, it may be
safer to use in a close fight.
Once he’s in combat with someone, if he is
damaging the party too quickly, you can have
him cast True Strike on his turn.

Allen Griffin

 2nd turn: E, D, C

Medium half-elf humanoid, chaotic evil

 3rd turn: G, F, F, E

Armor Class: 12 (17 with rat swarm)
Hit Points: 44 (7d8 + 10)
Speed: 30 ft.

 4th turn: G, F, F, E
 5th turn: Repeat,

Remember it’s possible for the party to
have destroyed the bellows before you’ve
even gotten to the end of the 2nd turn. Once
the bellows are destroyed, you’ll no longer
need to worry about what notes to play.
The pipe organ will be broken, and Allen
Griffin will begin attacking in melee.
It’s also possible the rats swarming
around Allen Griffin have disappeared
completely by the 4th turn. (If they were
blown away from him 3 times.) That means
he’d use his 4th turn to move and do a melee
attack—not play his keyboard.
So make sure you know the status of the
rat swarm and the bellows before Allen
Griffin takes his turn.

Allen Griffin’s only attack spell is Vicious
Mockery, which he casts every turn he plays his
pipe organ.
Once he’s stopped playing the pipe organ, he
will use his action to attack with a Meat Cleaver.
Adjusting difficulty. If Vicious Mockery proves
too difficult for your players, Allen Griffin can
use his action to cast Blade Ward instead.
If the party is taking his hit points down too
quickly (or that of the rats), you can have him
cast Cure Wounds and/or Healing Word.

STR
10 (+0)

DEX
14 (+2)

CON
15 (+2)

INT
10 (+0)

WIS
14 (+2)

CHA
15 (+2)

Saving Throws: Dex +4, Cha + 4
Skills: Acrobatics + 4, Animal Handling +4,
Perception +4, Performance +4
Senses: passive Perception 14
Languages: Common, Sylvan

Spellcasting. Allen Griffin is a spellcaster and
his spellcasting ability is Charisma.
 Spell Save DC 12
 +4 to hit with spell attacks
He can cast the following spells at will during
his turn:
 Catrips: Blade Ward, Vicious Mockery, True Strike
 1st level (3 slots): Cure Wounds, Healing Word,
Animal Handling, Detect Magic, Animal Friendship
Actions

Meat Cleaver. Melee weapon attack: +4 to hit,
reach 5ft, one target. Hit: 5 (1d6+2) slashing
damage.
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